
Design Your Space
SINGLE SESSION – Facilitation Guide

RESOURCES

● G&G: Design Your Space (Google Slides)

● G&G: Design Your Space Thought Catcher (Google Doc)

SESSIONPREP

SESSIONGOALS

After you lead this session, participants will be able to:

● Describe how physical spaces and classroom structures have the potential to support active learning
and

● make a plan to create a space that maximizes student engagement and learning.

HOWTOPREPARE

1. Preview the session activities that follow and review the options for groups and activities.

2. Make a copy of the Design Your Space Google Slides. Edit based on your needs.

3. Make a copy of the Design Your Space Thought Catcher. Review the optional pre-work and decide if
you will assign it to participants ahead of time or not. Edit based on your choices and share with
participants.

4. Ask teachers to bring their devices to use during the session.

5. Prepare butcher paper or similar for collaboration if you decide to have departments collaborate on
common engagement goals.
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1M4V66tE5KLmdnJROd5G4wwHj4rqZJTc2I90E-kIsymQ/edit#slide=id.g13287f7f1e5_0_204
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1JxH8I07o77_1rYqi9wnZ4f_NeiHSsv_vnIMLJ-tHrPg/edit
https://docs.google.com/presentation/u/0/d/1M4V66tE5KLmdnJROd5G4wwHj4rqZJTc2I90E-kIsymQ/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1JxH8I07o77_1rYqi9wnZ4f_NeiHSsv_vnIMLJ-tHrPg/edit


SESSION FRAMEWORK

WHOLEGROUP

Slide 2

Introduce the term active learning and the session goals.

Slides 3-4

Ask all participants to take a moment to reflect on previous
classroom spaces they have been in – either as the teacher or as
the student if they have not taught before. If you asked
participants to complete the pre-work on the Design Your Space
Thought Catcher, give willing participants the opportunity to
share their work/thoughts.

SAY:Take a moment to reflect on either your previous teaching space or if you have never taught before, a
previous space you were a student in . What was done for storage? Were there any spaces dedicated to
collaboration or routines? Who was the focus of the space?

Optional: [After time to reflect on the previous questions] Who would like to share the pre-work they
completed?
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https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1JxH8I07o77_1rYqi9wnZ4f_NeiHSsv_vnIMLJ-tHrPg/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/u/0/d/1JxH8I07o77_1rYqi9wnZ4f_NeiHSsv_vnIMLJ-tHrPg/edit


Slide 5

Give participants time to imagine what their dream classroom
space would look and feel like. Ask them to fill out their wish list
on their thought catcher.

SMALLGROUP

Slide 6

Lead a discussion on engagement goals for the upcoming year.
Share with participants that these goals will guide the creation
of classroom spaces and should be reasonable. Some options are
provided on the slide, but encourage participants to also use
their own ideas. Each participant should write their goals on
their thought catcher at the end of the discussion.

Divide participants into pairs or small groups to share their goals and receive peer feedback on them. Each
participant should provide thoughtful feedback for at least 1 other person by typing it directly into the
Sharing is Caring section of the thought catcher.

ACTIVE LEARNING

If you would like participants to further collaborate on common department goals, cover a table with
butcher paper to create a table version of a graffiti board. Write “ _____ Department Engagement
Goals” in large print in the middle. Ask them to add specific goals, strategies, and ideas to the paper
to build a collaborative goal list that you can hang up at the end of the session.
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https://www.edutoolbox.org/rasp/2075


INDIVIDUAL REFLECTION

Slides 7-8

Once each participant has had time to give and receive peer
feedback, bring back the whole group. Ask each person to define
one space they want to create to meet one of their goals. Some
ideas are provided on Slide 7, but it is not an exhaustive list.
Have each participant write a supply list and action plan on their
thought catcher to bring their idea to life. Invite them to share
their goals and spaces with someone in their subject area when
they are done.

SAY:Narrow your list of engagement goals down to one. How can you design a physical space that will
support this goal? Write a supply list and action plan in your thought catcher. Bounce ideas off of your
colleagues and be creative! Can you repurpose something you already have or get something donated?
Share your plans with a colleague when you are done.

DIFFERENTIATE

Jumping right into a shopping list and action plan may not be reasonable to each participant. Other
options include:

● Creating a collage of images for the space

● Setting up a Pinterest board of inspiration

● Creating an Amazon wishlist to share with friends and family who ask how they can support
your classroom

Edit the facilitator talk and Slide 8 as needed.

TAKEAWAYS

Invite participants to create their spaces and share photos.

Optional Follow-Up: Lead teachers follow up with their teams on department engagement goals
throughout the course of the year.

Get more resources like this at www.opportunityeducation.org/resources
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http://www.opportunityeducation.org/resources

